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All these compositional maps were, however, either very
fragmentary (7, 8) or limited to loci which were not only
relatively short, 1–2 Mb, but also only consisted of very
GC-poor isochores (9, 10).
Here, we have taken advantage of the fact that Xq28, an
8-Mb band, is almost completely covered by yeast artificial
chromosomes (YACs) assembled in 5 contigs separated only
by small gaps (ref. 11; see also Materials and Methods), and of
a new approach to determine the GC levels of YACs (12) to
establish the most complete compositional map to date of
Xq28. The terminal reverse band (R band) of the long arm of
human X chromosome, Xq28, is one of the most thoroughly
studied human chromosomal regions (8, 11, 13–16), largely due
to the fact that '15% of the '170 genetic disease genes
localized on the X chromosome map to Xq28 (17), which
corresponds to less than 5% of the X chromosome DNA.
Interestingly, Xq28 appears to be typical of a subset of R bands
distinct from both telomeric bands (T bands), which are
essentially formed by H2 and H3 isochores, and from the
majority of R bands, which do not contain H2 and H3
isochores.

ABSTRACT
The molar fractions of guanine plus cytosine
(GC) in DNA were determined for 36 yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) which almost completely cover human chromosome band Xq28, a terminal reverse band, corresponding
to about 8 Mb of DNA. This allowed the construction of the
most complete compositional map to date of a chromosomal
band; three regions were observed: (i) a proximal 3.5-Mb
region formed by GC-poor L and GC-rich H1 isochores; (ii) a
middle 2.2-Mb region essentially formed by a GC-rich H2
isochore and a very GC-rich H3 isochore separated by a
GC-poor L isochore, YACs from this region being characterized by a striking compositional heterogeneity and instability;
and (iii) a distal 1.3-Mb region exclusively formed by GC-poor
L isochores. Gene and CpG island concentrations increased
with the GC levels of the isochores, as expected. Xq28 exemplifies a subset of reverse bands which are different from the
two other subsets, namely from telomeric bands, which are
characterized by specific cytogenetic properties and by the
predominance of H2 and H3 isochores, and from the majority
of reverse bands, which do not contain H2 and H3 isochores.
The human genome is a mosaic of large DNA segments (.300
kb, on the average), the isochores, which are compositionally
uniform (above a size of 3 kb), but belong to a small number
of families that cover a very wide (30–60%) GC range (where
GC is the mole fraction of guanosine plus cytosine in DNA).
Hybridization of gene probes on compositional fractions led to
the discovery of a strikingly nonuniform gene distribution in
the human genome (1–4), which is representative of most
mammalian genomes (5, 6). Indeed, gene concentration is low
and constant in GC-poor isochore families L1 and L2, which
represent 62% of the genome, increases in GC-rich isochores
H1 and H2, which correspond to 22% and 9% of the genome,
respectively, and reaches the highest value (20 times higher
than in GC-poor isochores) in isochore family H3, which
represents only 3–4% of the genome, the remaining 4% or so
being formed by satellite and ribosomal DNAs.
Because of the correlation between GC levels and gene
concentration in isochores (2, 3), compositional mapping of
human genome regions is equivalent to mapping gene concentration. So far, compositional mapping (2) has been performed by hybridizing probes for human single-copy DNA
sequences (which were already physically mapped) on compositional fractions from human DNA. This approach led to
the establishing of partial compositional maps of the long arm
of chromosome 21 (7) and of the q26–q28 region of the X
chromosome (8), as well as of a complete compositional map
of the dystrophin locus, which is located on the short arm of
the X chromosome (9). Another approach (10) has provided
a compositional map around the cystic fibrosis locus, which is
mapped to chromosome 7.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
YACs. A total of 34 YACs were selected from those mapped
to chromosome band Xq28 by Palmieri et al. (11). Two
additional YACs (79H4 and 519A2) belong to a 600-kb contig
(18) that fills the gap between contigs B and C in the map of
Palmieri et al. (ref. 11; see Fig. 1). Several YACs were analyzed
in two to three independent experiments (see Table 1) to verify
the reproducibility of the method used to measure buoyant
densities. In most cases (see Table 1), the range of buoyant
densities found for each YAC was 1 mgycm3 (corresponding to
a variation in GC content of about 1%).
YACs 79H4, 845, 1692, 660, 1069, 411, and 901 produced a
bimodal profile in CsCl with a major and a minor peak. In these
cases, the GC levels of both peaks are reported in Table 1. In
contrast, only the buoyant density of the major peak was
reported in Fig. 1, because it represents the base composition
of the majority of the analyzed DNA. Since buoyant densities
are additive, the average GC level of the combined major and
minor peaks can be calculated by taking into account their
relative amounts. The small percentage of the minor peaks
(10–20%) make, however, this correction negligible. Indeed,
even in the most unfavorable case, that of YAC 845, the minor
(20%) 1.700 gycm3 component would only lower the buoyant
density of the major (80%) component from 1.708 gycm3 to
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1.7064 gycm3, namely by about 1.5% GC. In some cases (YACs
79H4, 845, 1692, and 660), however, the two peaks were useful
to understand better some compositional transitions (see
Results).
Four cocloned YACs were included in the analysis. YACs
526, 540, and 780 contained hamster DNA in addition to
human DNA; YACs 1561 was cocloned with noncontiguous
sequences mapped to Xq28 (11). These YACs were used
because indications existed that in these cases cocloning did
not significantly distort the estimates of GC levels. Indeed,
these YACs had a base composition very close to those of
overlapping, not cocloned YACs. In any case, none of these
YACs was of critical importance for the conclusions drawn.
Buoyant Densities and GC Levels of YACs. The buoyant
densities and the GC levels of the YACs were estimated
according to ref. 12.
GC Levels of Isochores Hosting Sequenced Genes. DNA
sequences of 13 coding sequences mapped to Xq28 were
obtained from GenBank (release 87; February 1995) and
EMBL data bank (release 41; December 1994). The GC levels
of the isochores hosting the analyzed genes were estimated by
using the equation GC3 5 2.74 GC 2 64.5 that correlates GC3,
the average GC levels of third codon positions, with the GC
level of the isochores hosting the corresponding genes (4, 19).

RESULTS
The buoyant densities, GC levels, and sizes of the analyzed
YACs are given in Table 1. The 36 YACs analysed in this work
are located in a region which begins at '7.3 Mb from the
telomere and ends at 0.3 Mb from the terminal repeat of the
long arm of the X chromosome, thus encompassing 7 Mb out
of the '8 Mb which can be estimated from ref. 13 to form band
Xq28. The compositional map of Xq28 (Fig. 1) comprises three
different regions:
(i) The proximal region (3.5 Mb) begins 7.3 Mb from the
telomere and ends at a site located between the GABRA and
DXS1104 loci. This region is preceded by a GC-poor segment.
Indeed, YAC 493, which is 42% GC (determined as a result of
three independent analyses), largely overlaps with YAC 571,
which is 45% GC (a value consistent with the GC level of the
distal overlapping clone 873). This indicates that the segment
preceding YAC 571 is lower in GC than YAC 493.
The proximal region proper comprises five 0.6- to 0.8-Mb
stretches, characterized by GC levels ranging from 39% to
46%. The first stretch (YACs 571 and 873) is 45% GC and is
followed, after a transition coinciding with the gap of ,100 kb
separating contigs A and B (11), by alternating GC-poor and
GC-rich stretches.
(ii) The middle region extends from the GABRA and
DXS1104 loci to the G6PD gene and is extremely heterogeneous in base composition. About half of the YACs (7 of 15)
from the region show bimodal profiles in CsCl (see Materials
and Methods and Discussion). Thus, the precise location of
compositional discontinuities and the isochore sizes are often
difficult to define in this region.
The GC level first rises from 39% (at the end of the proximal
region) to 49%. The border with the proximal region might be
located in the left half of YAC 79H4, which shows a bimodal
profile in the CsCl gradient, with a major peak corresponding
to 41% GC (2% higher than the preceding YAC) and a minor
peak at 46% GC. The latter peak corresponds to the base
composition of the distal overlapping YAC 519A2. The profile
of YAC 845 was characterized by a major peak at 49% GC and
a minor one at 41% GC that might be due to the distal
GC-poor DNA. The presence of a compositional change is
corroborated by two YACs, 1692 and 660, which overlap YAC
845 and exhibit bimodal profiles with major peaks having a GC
level of 47% and minor peaks showing 43% GC. Distal to the
BGN gene, the GC level decreases to 42% for 0.2 Mb.
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Properties of the YACs used in this study

YAC* Size†
493
571
873
1561
388
700
316
545
119
415
1354
813
400
2413
422
824

250
360
370
250
160
190
280
360
300
430
230
280
470
600
340
260

79H4
519A2
1694
526
845
1692
660
540
807
1082
1069
411
901
780
917

300
320
100
250
490
300
130
250
130
65
110
100
90
120
90

527
705
348
37
364

360
370
230
245
270

Buoyant densities, gycm3‡

GC, %§

Proximal region of Xq28
1.700; 1.701
41.8; 40.8; 41.8
44.9
44.9
41.8
1.702; 1.702
40.8; 42.9; 42.9
1.702
41.8; 42.9
43.9
1.705; 1.704
48.0; 45.9; 44.9
45.9
44.9
40.8
41.8
1.702
43.9; 42.9
39.8
1.697
38.8; 37.7
38.8
Middle region of Xq28
1.700 1 1.705¶
40.8 1 45.9
1.705
45.9
1.703
43.9
1.708
49.0
1.708 1 1.700¶
49.0 1 40.8
1.706 1 1.702¶
46.9 1 42.9
1.706 1 1.702¶
46.9 1 42.9
1.701; 1.701
41.8; 41.8
1.702
42.9
1.711; 1.712
52.0; 53.1
1.713 1 1.705¶; 1.715i
54.1 1 45.9; 56.1
1.706; 1.711 1 1.707¶; 1.705i 46.9; 52.0 1 48.0; 45.9
1.710 1 1.706¶, 1.709i
51.0 1 46.9; 50.0
1.713
54.1
1.711
52.0
Distal region of Xq28
1.699
39.8
1.699
39.8
1.699
39.8
1.698
38.8
1.698; 1.698
38.8; 38.8
1.701;
1.704
1.704
1.701
1.700;
1.701;
1.703
1.707;
1.705
1.703
1.700
1.701
1.703;
1.699
1.698;
1.698

*YACs are listed in a centromeric to telomeric order. Co-cloned YACs
are underlined.
†YAC sizes are as reported in ref. 11.
‡Buoyant densities of YACs as determined in the present work. Values
in boldface type correspond to YACs which were found to have the
same or very close buoyant density in different experiments (unless
they were co-cloned) or which were overlapping or contiguous with
other YACs having the same or a very close buoyant density (vertical
lines).
§GC% determined according to procedures given in ref. 12.
¶Bimodal YACs; in these cases, the two values are separated by a 1
sign and the buoyant density of the major band is underlined.
i
The values of buoyant density measured for the very GC-rich YAC
411 were not reproducible. A GC level higher than 50% (1.709 gycm3)
was found during a series of preliminary analyses. After some
passages in culture, the estimated GC level was 1.705 to 1.707
gycm3, and sometimes two DNA peaks were observed (1.707 1
1.711 gycm3, the latter being the major peak). YAC 411 shows
deletions for internal tandem repeat units (11, 20). Thus, it is
possible that initially the buoyant density of the full genomic
sequence was measured, while after some passages in culture, a
sequence whose GC level was a function of the number of deleted
tandem units was analyzed. Similar phenomena were shown by the
overlapping clones 1069 and 901.

Proximal to the L1CAM gene, the GC level sharply increases
again to a very high level (53–56%), which extends for about
0.7 Mb between the L1CAM and G6PD genes and ends with
a very sharp transition (down to 40% GC) localized between
the G6PD and F8C3 genes.
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FIG. 1. Compositional map of human chromosome band Xq28. YACs, represented as boxes with a height corresponding to 1% GC, are
positioned along the physical map on the horizontal scale, and according to their buoyant density and GC content (right and left ordinates,
respectively) on the vertical scale. Asterisks represent GC levels of isochores as calculated from GC3 values of mapped genes (also indicated by
asterisks on gene names on the top part of the figure with the exception, for lack of space, of the gene for EDMD). Crosses represent GC levels
of isochores as evaluated by hybridization of single-copy probes on compositional DNA fractions (8). The top part of the figure shows a number
of mapped genes and loci, as well as the location of CpG islands (thin vertical lines); the region between RyGCP and DXS439 comprises seven
CpG islands (unresolved in the figure). The bottom part of the figure shows YAC contigs A–E (11), as well as the proximal, middle, and distal
regions described in this paper.

(iii) The distal region extends from the G6PD gene to the
end of the physical map 0.3 Mb from the telomere. In this
region, five YACs spanning 1.3 Mb were analyzed. The GC
levels of the proximal three YACs were 40%, while those of the
distal two YACs were 39%.
The compositional map based on YAC analysis (see Fig. 1)
is supported by all other available findings: (i) the GC levels of
isochores containing 13 genes mapped to Xq28, as calculated
from the GC levels of the third codon positions of the genes
(GC3) and from the GC levels calculated for eight regions
surrounding probed sequences (8); in the cases of two genes,
QM and PEMP, and the sequence DXS331, the calculated GC
levels of isochores were, however, different from expectations;
these exceptions corresponding to sequences deviating from
the general relationship between GC3 and isochore GC (see
ref. 19); (ii) the GC levels determined by HPLC analysis of four
cosmids mapped to YAC 917 (49.3%, 50.5%, 52.6%, and
52.7%); (iii) the GC level (52.7%) of a sequenced, 52-kb
region, including, and centromeric to, the G6PD gene (21); and
(iv) the GC level (45%) of a sequenced, 130-kb region around
the IDS locus (22).

DISCUSSION
The Compositional Map of Xq28. This work has provided
the most complete compositional map to date of a whole
chromosome band at a high level of resolution. Indeed, apart
from some negligible gaps (50 kb or less in size, such as those
between YACs 873y1561, 545y415, 526y845, 540y1082, 901y
780, 527y705, and 37y354), the compositional map presents
only two gaps, between YACs 415 and 1354 and between
YACs 1069 and 411, respectively. However, the first one is in
a rather uncritical region for the conclusions drawn here, and
the second one corresponds to a region in which no YACs are
yet available.
Basically, Xq28, which is 43.4% GC (as calculated from the
present compositional map), comprises a proximal region
(43% GC) formed mostly by H1 isochores, a region (47.2%
GC) formed by H2 and H3 isochores, and a distal region
(39.5% GC) formed by L isochores. An interesting feature of
the map is that GC-rich and very GC-rich regions are all
separated, preceded, and followed by GC-poor isochores,
which extend farther than the compositional map of Fig. 1 on

both ends. Indeed, compositional discontinuities may represent the major difference between Giemsa bands (G bands)
and R bands (see also refs. 7 and 8). Globally, L isochores
formed 49% of the band, H1 isochores formed 41%, and H2
and H3 isochores formed 4.6% and 4.8%, respectively. These
values correspond to the average values in R bands not
belonging to the subset of T bands (R9 bands) (23) except for
the higher (double) values of H2 and H3.
Isochores being defined as regions of similar GC level, the
isochore map of Xq28 can be deduced from Fig. 1 by taking
into account the similarity of composition of contiguous
YACs. The compositional map allowed us to investigate
isochore sizes and borders, the compositional heterogeneity,
and the concentration of genes, CpG islands, short interspersed DNA sequence elements (SINEs), and long interspersed DNA sequence elements (LINEs) and to draw some
general conclusions on chromosome bands.
Isochore Sizes and Borders in Xq28. Isochore sizes range, in
Xq28, from 0.2 Mb in the short GC-poor isochore located
between the BGN and ALD genes to 1.3 Mb in the most distal
and very GC-poor isochore but are mostly 0.6–0.8 Mb. These
values are in agreement (i) with the initial estimate (24) of
isochores being $0.3 Mb long on the average, (ii) with the
compositional homogeneity found over almost 1.2 Mb around
the cystic fibrosis controlling gene (10), and (iii) with the
isochore sizes (0.36 to .0.77 Mb) found in the very GC-poor
dystrophin gene (9).
The compositional discontinuities (GC transitions) localized
on the physical map by the present analysis ranged from 2% to
14% GC. Both transitions delimiting the H3 isochore were
very large (10% and 14% GC, respectively). The second of
them, which is located between the G6PD and F8C3 genes, had
already been described (25) in a study of the base composition
of long sequences available in GenBank.
As far as isochore borders are concerned, it should be
mentioned that, very recently, the first isochore frontier between an H2 and an L isochore, in the human major histocompatibility locus was sequenced (26). This boundary was
found to correspond to a GC-rich cluster of SINEs (Alu I
sequences) and to a GC-poor cluster of LINEs (L1 sequences)
with an associated 650-bp-long element, which shows homology with the PAB1 motif described at the boundary of the
pseudoautosomal region (27). Likewise, the Y-specific and
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pseudoautosomal portions of the Yp pseudoautosomal boundary differ dramatically in GC and repeat content (28). Interestingly, the PAB1 motif, which is known to be rather conserved in evolution, is present in over 150 copies per haploid
human karyotype (T. Ikemura, personal communication).
The High Resolution Cytogenetic Map of Xq28. At this
point, it may be of interest to consider the possible correlations
between the high resolution compositional and cytogenetic
maps of Xq28. Investigations carried out by Yunis and coworkers have depicted Xq28 as a uniform band at a 1250-band
resolution (28) or as a complex of three subbands (Xq28.1,
Xq28.2, and Xq28.3) with a central small pale G band (29) at
a 1000-bands resolution, or a single band at a 2000-band
resolution (30). These observations reflect uncertain indications of compositional heterogeneity.
Compositional Heterogeneity of Xq28. The three regions of
chromosomal band Xq28 differ not only in base composition
but also in their internal compositional heterogeneity. While
the proximal region exhibits alternating H1 and L isochores
and the distal region exhibits a very homogeneous continuum
of L isochores, the middle region shows a number of striking
features. (i) All seven YACs showing a bimodal CsCl profile
are present in this region. Such compositional bimodality can
only derive from YAC breakage occurring during the lysis of
yeast clones containing compositionally heterogeneous YACs.
While YAC instability in this region was already known (11,
31), the correlation between instability and compositional
heterogeneity has not previously been reported. (ii) The region
is also characterized by the highest concentration of gaps in the
physical map (three of four), an observation suggesting a
possible relationship between DNA unclonability and sequence features associated with compositional heterogeneity.
Incidentally, the fourth gap, between contigs A and B, also
corresponds to a compositional discontinuity. (iii) All the
GC-rich ($50% GC) YACs from the region showed small sizes
(#0.12 Mb). This is true not only for the 6 YACs that were
analyzed (1082, 1069, 411, 917, 901, and 780) but also for 15
additional YACs that, although not analyzed here, are mapped
to the same genomic region formed by a H3 isochore (11).
YACs having a GC level #50% are occasionally small but have
an average size of 0.2–0.3 Mb. This observation might be
accounted for by the fact that GC-rich YACs derive from
compositionally heterogeneous, Alu-rich human genome regions which may preferentially undergo deletions in yeast due
to mitotic recombination of commonly occurring Alu elements
similarly to recombination between homologous chromosomes
(32). In this context it should be recalled that compositional
heterogeneity increases in isochore families of increasing GC
levels (33) and is associated with differences in chromatin
structure and accessibility to recombination enzymes (32,
34–36).
Genes, CpG islands, SINEs, and LINEs in Xq28. The three
regions of Xq28 also differ in gene and CpG island concentrations. Indeed, few genes have been mapped thus far in the
proximal region formed by H1 and L isochores where CpG
island density is very low (1y280 kb) (11, 22). CpG islands are
much more abundant in the middle region, especially in the H3
isochore located between the L1CAM and G6PD genes, where
a density of about 1y25 kb was observed (11, 14, 15). Finally,
the distal region is poor in CpG islands and genes. These
results are expected from the correlation between GC levels of
isochores and gene concentration (1–3).
The distribution of SINEs and LINEs is also very far from
uniform in the three regions. Alu sequences are especially
scarce in the region between GABRA and DXS1104 (31),
whereas LINEs are absent in the region proximal to DXS497,
as expected (37, 38) from the relatively high GC level of this
region. Five GC-rich regions, accounting for 35% of cloned
Xq28 (2.6 Mb), have been found to be free or depleted of L1
elements (28), again as expected (37). In particular, L1 se-
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quences are absent in the region between DXS334 and DXS49,
in a 0.42-Mb-long region around DXS305, in a 0.18-Mb interval
proximal to F8C3, and in two regions of 0.55 Mb spanning the
genes ALD and L1CAM and the genes RyGCP and G6PD,
respectively (31).
The Compositional Map of Xq28: General Conclusions. The
compositional map of Xq28 leads to some general conclusions
concerning the correlations between R bands and base composition. In situ hybridization of compositional human DNA
fractions (22, 39) showed that two sets of R bands should be
clearly distinguished: (i) T bands, originally described (40) as
a subset of R bands which was particularly resistant to heatdenaturation; and (ii) R9 bands, namely R bands exclusive of
T bands. Indeed, while T bands mainly comprise isochores
from the H2 and the H3 family, R9 bands consist, on the
average, of GC-poor and GC-rich isochores (mainly of the H1
family) in a ratio close to 50:50. Moreover, GC3 values of genes
contained in R9 bands are closer to GC3 values of genes from
G bands than to the much higher GC3 values of genes from T
bands (41, 42). While the compositional heterogeneity of R9
bands was originally detected in chromosome bands 21q22.1
(7), Xq26, and Xq28 (8), the present work shows that Xq28, an
R9 band, contains isochores belonging to all compositional
families from L1 to H3.
This conclusion, which contradicts the simple identification
of R bands with GC-rich DNA, has two interesting implications. First, the limited presence of H3 isochores is enough to
make a band like Xq28 positive (although more weakly positive
when compared with classical T bands; ref. 39) by in situ
hybridization with an H3 isochore fraction but not by T
banding (40) by staining with GC-specific fluorochromes (43)
or by hybridization with CpG island probes (44). In all
likelihood, the small percentage of H3 isochores accounts for
this behavior. Second, the weak and medium signals obtained
by in situ hybridization of H3 isochores on a small number of
R9 bands (ref. 39 and unpublished data) also correspond to the
limited presence of GC-rich, gene-rich, H3 isochores in those
bands. In other words, Xq28 may be characteristic of a subset
of R9 bands which differ from the majority of R9 bands in that
they contain small amounts of H3 isochores that are absent in
the latter. This suggestion may be checked by extending the
approach presented here to other R9 bands and to whole
chromosomes.
It should be stressed that recent investigatinos (S. Saccone,
S. Cacciò, L. Andreozzi, O. Clay, and G.B., unpublished data;
see also ref. 3) have shown that a number of R bands have the
same features described here for theXq28 band: namely, the
presence of very GC-rich isochores. On this basis, these bands
can be distinguished from T bands, which are composed
predominantly of H2 and H3 isochores, and also from the
remaining R bands that do not contain very GC-rich isochores.
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